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India backs FATF’s grey-listing of Pak.

India on Saturday welcomed the step by an international organisation that placed Pakistan on a
special list of countries that are kept under watch in a move to counter international terror
financing.

In a statement, the External Affairs Ministry welcomed the grey-listing of Pakistan by the Paris-
based Financial Action Task Force (FATF), and expressed hope that Pakistan would prevent
terror acts emanating from its territory.

“We hope that the FATF action plan shall be complied with in a time-bound manner and credible
measures would be taken by Pakistan to address global concerns related to terrorism emanating
from any territory under its control,” said the Ministry spokesperson in a statement after Islamabad
was placed on the grey list of the FATF on Friday.

Being on the grey list will require Pakistan to meet additional guarantees while borrowing finance
from international donors such as the International Monetary Fund.

Global pressure

Pakistan had been on the grey list between 2012 and 2015 but was taken off the list. But
subsequent terror attacks on Indian targets by groups such as the Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), headed
by Hafiz Saeed, and Jaish-e-Mohammed, led by Masood Azhar, revived the international demand
to place the country back on the list.

“Pakistan has given a high-level political commitment to address the global concerns regarding its
implementation of the FATF standards for countering terror financing and anti-money laundering,
especially in respect of UN-designated and internationally proscribed terror entities and
individuals. The freedom and impunity with which the designated terrorists like Hafiz Saeed and
entities like Jamaat-ud-Dawaa, Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e-Mohammed continue to operate in
Pakistan is not in keeping with such commitments,” said the Ministry spokesperson.

The decision to place Pakistan back on the grey list was taken following the plenary session of the
FATF in February and it finally came into force on Friday. Pakistan had activated diplomatic
channels to prevent the listing but Islamabad could not stop the move.
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Move on from fake news, U.S. is fighting 'deepfake'

Hey, did my congressman really say that? Is that really President Donald Trump on that video, or
am I being duped?

New technology on the internet lets anyone make videos of real people appearing to say things
they’ve never said. Republicans and Democrats predict this high-tech way of putting words in
someone’s mouth will become the latest weapon in disinformation wars against the United States
and other Western democracies.

We’re not talking about lip-syncing videos. This technology uses facial mapping and artificial
intelligence to produce videos that appear so genuine it’s hard to spot the phonies. Lawmakers
and intelligence officials worry that the bogus videos called deepfakes could be used to threaten
national security or interfere in elections.

So far, that hasn’t happened, but experts say it’s not a question of if, but when.

“I expect that here in the United States we will start to see this content in the upcoming midterms
and national election two years from now,” said Hany Farid, a digital forensics expert at Dartmouth
College in Hanover, New Hampshire. “The technology, of course, knows no borders, so I expect
the impact to ripple around the globe.”

When an average person can create a realistic fake video of the president saying anything they
want, Farid said, “we have entered a new world where it is going to be difficult to know how to
believe what we see.” The reverse is a concern, too. People may dismiss as fake genuine footage,
say of a real atrocity, to score political points.

Realizing the implications of the technology, the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency is already two years into a four-your programme to develop technologies that can detect
fake images and videos. Right now, it takes extensive analysis to identify phony videos. It’s
unclear if new ways to authenticate images or detect fakes will keep pace with deepfake
technology.

Deepfakes are so named because they utilize deep learning, a form of artificial intelligence. They
are made by feeding a computer an algorithm, or set of instructions, lots of images and audio of a
certain person. The computer program learns how to mimic the person’s facial expressions,
mannerisms, voice and inflections. If you have enough video and audio of someone, you can
combine a fake video of the person with a fake audio and get them to say anything you want.

So far, deepfakes have mostly been used to smear celebrities or as gags, but it’s easy to foresee
a nation state using them for nefarious activities against the U.S., said Sen. Marco Rubio, R-Fla.,
one of several members of the Senate intelligence committee who are expressing concern about
deepfakes.

A foreign intelligence agency could use the technology to produce a fake video of an American
politician using a racial epithet or taking a bribe, Mr. Rubio says. They could use a fake video of a
U.S. soldier massacring civilians overseas, or one of a U.S. official supposedly admitting a secret
plan to carry out a conspiracy. Imagine a fake video of a U.S. leader or an official from North
Korea or Iran warning the United States of an impending disaster.

“It’s a weapon that could be used timed appropriately and placed appropriately in the same way
fake news is used, except in a video form, which could create real chaos and instability on the eve
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of an election or a major decision of any sort,” Mr. Rubio told The Associated Press.

Deepfake technology still has a few hitches. For instance, people’s blinking in fake videos may
appear unnatural. But the technology is improving.

“Within a year or two, it’s going to be really hard for a person to distinguish between a real video
and a fake video,” said Andrew Grotto, an international security fellow at the Center for
International Security and Cooperation at Stanford University in California.

“This technology, I think, will be irresistible for nation states to use in disinformation campaigns to
manipulate public opinion, deceive populations and undermine confidence in our institutions,”
Grotto said. He called for government leaders and politicians to clearly say it has no place in
civilized political debate.

Crude videos have been used for malicious political purposes for years, so there’s no reason to
believe the higher-tech ones, which are more realistic, won’t become tools in future disinformation
campaigns.

Mr. Rubio noted that in 2009, the U.S. Embassy in Moscow complained to the Russian Foreign
Ministry about a fake sex video it said was made to damage the reputation of a U.S. diplomat. The
video showed the married diplomat, who was a liaison to Russian religious and human rights
groups, making telephone calls on a dark street. The video then showed the diplomat in his hotel
room, scenes that apparently were shot with a hidden camera. Later, the video appeared to show
a man and a woman having sex in the same room with the lights off, although it was not at all clear
that the man was the diplomat.

John Beyrle, who was the U.S. ambassador in Moscow at the time, blamed the Russian
government for the video, which he said was clearly fabricated.

Michael McFaul, who was American ambassador in Russia between 2012 and 2014, said Russia
has engaged in disinformation videos against various political actors for years and that he too had
been a target. He has said that Russian state propaganda inserted his face into photographs and
“spliced my speeches to make me say things I never uttered and even accused me of pedophilia.”

Sign up to receive our newsletter in your inbox every day!
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The streaming giant is reportedly spending $8 billion on content this year, and India is a big part of
its plans. Chief Content Officer Ted Sarandos talks about growth and original web series Sacred
Games’ possible global reach
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Jalalabad gauntlet: on the growth of IS in Afghanistan

 

The suicide attack in the eastern Afghan city of Jalalabad, which left at least 19 people dead,
mostly from the minority Sikh and Hindu communities, is yet another warning from the Islamic
State to the war-torn country’s dilapidated political and security apparatus. The victims were
travelling in a bus to meet President Ashraf Ghani when the bomber struck. That the attack
claimed the life of the only Sikh candidate running for elections this year speaks volumes of the
plight of minorities in a country once celebrated for its diversity. Over the past few months, the
Afghan government has been trying to reach out to the Taliban to begin a peace process. Mr.
Ghani first offered the militants pardon in return for giving up weapons, which the group rejected.
In the run-up to Id last month, he announced a unilateral ceasefire, which drew a truce, though
shorter, from the Taliban. But at a time when the number of Taliban-led attacks has come down,
the IS, which controls some areas in the Nangarhar province, in which Jalalabad is located, has
stepped up assaults. Last month it had threatened to attack schools in response to U.S. and
Afghan military operations in Nangarhar. A day before the Jalalabad attack, a boys’ school in
Khogyani district of the province was attacked. Militants beheaded three workers and set fire to the
school building.

The IS set up its Afghan affiliate as a South Asian outpost when its so-called caliphate in Iraq and
Syria came under strain. Afghanistan is relatively easier terrain for the IS to recruit fighters from
and occupy turf. When the government and the Taliban were fighting each other, the IS built a
network in Nangarhar and started targeting minorities. Most of its previous attacks were aimed at
the Shia minority. Now, by attacking Sikhs and Hindus, the IS has re-emphasised its worldview
and renewed its threat to any attempt to make peace in Afghanistan. Over the past two years, both
Afghan and U.S. forces have targeted operations against the IS. Last year the U.S. even used the
Mother of All Bombs — the most powerful conventional bomb in its arsenal — against the IS in
Nangarhar. But despite these claims the IS remains lethal and capable of striking citizens, as the
latest attack suggests. The Afghan government, overstretched in the endless civil war, faces two
fronts now. On the one side, it faces the Taliban which controls almost half of Afghan territory; and
on the other, the IS’s rising profile is further weakening the already fragile social equation in the
country. The war against the Taliban has slipped into a stalemate, and the government’s strategy
is to find a peaceful solution to the conflict. Meanwhile, if the IS is allowed to grow, Afghanistan’s
descent into total chaos will only be a matter of time.
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‘New setting to curb spread of fake news’

WhatsApp has said it has introduced mechanisms to curb misuse of its platform to spread
rumours.

Responding to the government’s letter on Tuesday, the messaging company said: “We added new
protections to prevent people from adding others back into groups they had left — a form of
misuse we think it is important to correct... We launched a new setting that enables administrators
to decide who gets to send messages within individual groups.”

The company said this would help reduce the spread of unwanted messages into important group
conversations as well as forwarding of hoaxes and other content.

It said it was testing a new label in India that “highlights when a message has been forwarded
versus composed by the sender”.

“This could serve as an important signal for recipients to think twice before forwarding messages
because it lets a user know if content they received was written by the person they know or a
potential rumour from someone else.” They planned to launch this feature soon.

“This year, for the first time, we also started working with fact-checking organizations to identify
rumours and false news — and respond to them using WhatsApp,” the company said. “For
example, during the recent Presidential election in Mexico, we worked closely with the news
consortium Verificado. Users sent thousands of rumours to Verificado’s WhatsApp account and in
turn were provided regular updates on what was accurate.” In India, the fact-checking organisation
Boom Live is available.
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Insecurity in cyberspace: on sharing data online

In a lane that passes by an art décor store in Fort Kochi, Kerala, blue letters painted on a white
compound wall display an unusual message: “No CCTV surveillance. Here, it is the watchfulness
of concerned citizens that protects the property.” Data mining and surveillance may have become
synonymous with social good and public safety in the digital age, but anxiety about data theft and
tampering has become a reality for social media, Internet and digital service users.

On April 13, the new Breach Level Index, released by digital security firm Gemalto, reported a
783% increase in cases of data theft in India in 2017. Most compromised or stolen records
belonged to the government, which was followed by the retail and technology sectors. Globally,
sectors which were hit the most by data theft in 2017 were healthcare (27%), financial services
(12%), education (11%) and government (11%). In terms of the number of records lost, stolen or
compromised, the most targeted sectors were government (18%), financial services (9.1%) and
technology (16%).

What social media platforms and search engines know about you

Facebook estimated that the personal data of 5,62,455 users in India was “improperly shared” with
British consultancy firm Cambridge Analytica after users accessed an app, “thisisyourdigitallife”,
between November 2013 and December 2015. India, with 241 million active Facebook users, is
the largest audience country for the social media giant.

Illegal data mining apart, the Reserve Bank of India reported a 35% increase (from 8,765 cases to
11,997) in ATM credit, debit card and net banking related fraud cases between 2012-13 and 2015-
16 even as concerns about data theft from the Unique Identification Authority of India persisted.
The cumulative effect of reported security breaches is that a sense of mistrust is taking shape
among Internet users.

Reports suggest that a significant number of users have shown unwillingness to use technology
and are uncertain about sharing basic data — name, location, date of birth — on third party
applications. Quantifying the level of concern, a market research company, Velocity MR, in May
2018 released a survey that found that after the Facebook security breach, 24% of Indian users
started sharing “lot less” personal data online while 7% stopped sharing data altogether. Also, 6%
stopped Internet transactions while 28% of users reduced such transactions and 42% reported
that they had become “more cautious”.

With India’s Internet users expected to hit the 500 million mark this year, dispelling data anxieties
remains a key challenge. Y. Venugopal Reddy, former RBI Governor and Chairman of the 14th
Finance Commission of India, said, “There is an anxiety that financial and private activities of
individuals are being monitored for profit by a third party. Developing trust in government to protect
citizens is the first step towards reducing people’s fears.” Though the Supreme Court ruled in
August 2017 that the right to privacy is a fundamental right, the question remains: is everyone
ready to take the next personality quiz on an app online?

The writer is a Special Correspondent with The Hindu’s Hyderabad bureau
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people we come across often in our daily lives.
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WhatsApp warned for abuse of their platform
Ministry of Electronics & IT

WhatsApp warned for abuse of their platform

Posted On: 03 JUL 2018 6:40PM by PIB Delhi

Instances of lynching of innocent people have been noticed recently because of large number of
irresponsible and explosive messages filled with rumours and provocation are being circulated on
WhatsApp. The unfortunate killing in many states such as Assam, Maharashtra, Karnataka,
Tripura and west Bengals are deeply painful and regretable.

While the Law and order machinery is taking steps to apprehend the culprits, the abuse of platform
like WhatsApp for repeated circulation of such provocative content are equally a matter of deep
concern. The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology has taken serious note of these
irresponsible messages and their circulation in such platforms. Deep disapproval of such
developments has been conveyed to the senior management of the WhatsApp and they have
been advised that necessary remedial measures should be taken to prevent  proliferation of 
these  fake  and at times motivated/sensational messages. The Government has also directed that
spread of such messages should be immediately contained through the application of appropriate
technology.

It has also been pointed out that such platform cannot evade accountability and responsibility
specially when good technological inventions are abused by some miscreants who resort to
provocative messages which lead to spread of violence.

The Government has also conveyed in no uncertain terms that WhatsApp must take immediate
action to end this menace and ensure that their platform is not used for such malafide activities.
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Centre plans stronger defences for key data

Worried about sensitive information making its way to the Internet, the Home Ministry is upgrading
policy to secure government data and control access to it.

A senior Ministry official said earlier the files were locked in a cupboard and accountability could
be fixed, but with the advent of Digital India, there was ambuguity over a number of issues.

Home Minister Rajnath Singh, who recently presided over a meeting to review the evolving
cyberthreats, directed that the National Information Security Policy and Guidelines (NISPG) be
upgraded and updated for the government sector.

In 2013, cybersecurity, which was the sole preserve of the Home Ministry, was moved to the
National Security Council Secretariat (NSCS) under the Prime Minister’s Office. The critical
infrastructure was moved to the National Technical Research Organisation and the non-critical
part to the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology.

An official said the new policy would cover issues pertaining to the Official Secrets Act.

Hardware issues

“There are issues relating to physical security of a computer. Like what happens if the device
becomes obsolete? What about the hard disk, will it be destroyed before the computer is
discarded? Then there are issues relating to the network as well. If information is riding on own
cyber cable, then everything can be encrypted, but if it is riding on a commercially available one,
then you will have to make sure that guidelines are complied with,” the official said. Home Ministry
spokesperson Ashok Prasad said the consultation process to revise the guidelines was on.

“Basically, the whole policing system in India that began in 1860 is now being replicated in
cyberspace. It will evolve gradually. The new guidelines will also take care of that,” the official said.

“If 50 people are accessing some data, it requires a wider security network. Audit trail has to be
left, red flags should be raised,” the official said.

Gulshan Rai, Chief Information Security Officer in the Prime Minister’s Office, said there were at
least four versions of NISPG. “We need to take cognisance of the threats and accordingly upgrade
the measures,” Mr. Rai told The Hindu .
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Don’t blame it on WhatsApp: on rumours and lynch mobs

A ‘serial killer’ painted in a luminescent green is on the loose and travels in the pockets of more
than 200 million people in India. As per public commentary, it is WhatsApp that has caused the
loss of more than 20 lives in the past two months alone in the country. Rumours on WhatsApp that
there are child kidnappers and cattle traders roaming around have led to mob lynchings. Such
rumours are posited as incontrovertible facts. Consequently, a debate has been framed around
the growing use of technology by the “ignorant” masses and the responsibilities of a technology
platform. This is a shallow understanding that distracts us from the harder, vexing questions on the
sectarian discourse set by our political leadership, a deepening divide that is damaging fraternity
within society, and the structural reforms necessary to restore law and order.

We are made to believe that in the age of social media, facts have become fungible. There is little
distinction left for many between established media outlets and websites that incessantly
broadcast propaganda and hate speech. A messaging application such as WhatsApp, with a large
user base and an ability to instantly and widely share information, has been arraigned as a co-
conspirator to these tragedies. It is easy to get swept in this wave of social panic and draw neat
narratives which ignore factual complexity. Hence, before we delve into the technology aspect, it is
important to take a step back and examine three facts and the existing narrative. This is important
as many public policy responses that are being suggested will ultimately weaken the features of
encryption that promote privacy, and may even bring in forms of pre-censorship on justifications of
security.

Tracking mob lynching in two charts

Three facts

The first fact is that the government maintains no central data on public lynchings. As per
parliamentary responses provided by the Ministry of Home Affairs, there is no record keeping, or
even plans to keep records periodically by the National Crime Records Bureau. Hence, a common
response in many of these answers provided to legislators is: “It is not possible to draw any
conclusion regarding the trend.” The legal framework in India does not have any anti-lynching
offences either. While some may oppose a special law for public lynchings, most scholars like
Paul Brass, who have studied such riots which often involve public lynchings in India, term them to
be “organised political productions” in which there is an element of group identity and politics with
the desire to establish “dominance of one community over another”. This is well understood by
some activists, such as those who began a campaign last year for the drafting of an anti-lynching
bill named the Manav Suraksha Kanoon. Despite such civic action, parliamentary replies reveal
bluster and indifference, with the Central government stating that there is no proposal to bring a
law against lynchings.

The second fact is that in the absence of official data or a substantive law, media reports which
quote the police become the principal source to build a public narrative. As many of us crave
simplicity and clarity in facts, opinion writing has often homogenised incidents into a factual
straightjacket. In the lynching cases this year, it is claimed that the common factor is the use of
WhatsApp to spread rumours relating to the abduction of children, ostensibly for the purpose of
forcible organ harvesting. These grotesque details underplay and ignore the fact that the victims of
mob lynchings are quite often members of nomadic tribes and religious minorities. They ignore
pre-existing social tensions, asymmetry of social capital and power among groups, past instances
of mob violence and killings, and the efficiency of policing. For instance, as per media reports, on
May 18, 2017, seven people were lynched in two separate incidents in Jharkhand. Of them, four
were Muslims. In June this year, in Aurangabad district’s Chandgaon village, two pastoral tribals
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were lynched. In July, in Dhanbad village in Jharkhand, a mentally ill man was tied to a tree and
assaulted. In Dhule, Maharashtra, the five people who were lynched recently were nomadic tribals.
Thus, some of the identities of the victims demonstrate that their distinction from the local
communities and lack of power, their “othering”, and absence of state protection were significant
factors in the distrust which rose to the level of organised mob violence. However, due to the
framing of the instant problem as primarily technological, the onus for policing and public
broadcasting has been primarily placed on WhatsApp.

The third fact is that these lynchings are not removed from the trend of mob lynchings spurred by
cattle preservation laws. A fact-finding report, “Lynching without end”, which collated data from
2015 to 2017 and was published last year, documents 24 instances of lynching and vigilante
violence resulting in the murder of 34 persons and the rape of two women. It reveals that 94% of
these were organised instances of violence by vigilante groups and 91% were bovine related. The
report indicates severe structural faults — from a deficiency of laws to the absence of long-
pending police reforms. There is only one solitary instance of WhatsApp in which the originator is
clearly identified as the leader of one of these vigilante groups. These findings, the result of
research by several organisations, is a meaningful benchmark.

When social media rumours on child abduction trigger mob lynchings

Escaping accountability

Taken together, these three facts indicate our willingness to reach for quick and easy fixes which
are harmful public policy prescriptions. We ignore the problems within our legal framework and law
enforcement and prescribe policy choices with the same ease with which we install applications on
our smartphones. Such framing is leading to WhatsApp being made the principal offender in
designing a technical architecture which offers security, privacy and has expanded the avenues of
free expression and political organising for masses of Indians. This is not to say that WhatsApp
does not need to act with greater responsibility in supporting fact-checking or making technical,
product choices which would stem the tide of misinformation without compromising on digital
rights. But WhatsApp cannot and should not perform the duties of our democratically elected
government. Our problematic framing is leading to public officials and police departments
escaping accountability as they continue to place the onus of governance on a private corporation
for maintaining an ordered and democratic society. As Paul Brass notes, it is the duty of public
commentary to “fix responsibility and penetrate the clouds of deception, rhetoric, mystification,
obscurity and indeterminacy.”

Apar Gupta practises law in New Delhi
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people we come across often in our daily lives.
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We are not a surveillance state: SC

The Bench was hearing a petition filed by Mahua Moitra, a Trinamool Congress legislator, who
alleged that the proposal for a “social media communication hub” by the Centre is a “brazen
attempt at mass surveillance.”

Ms. Moitra said popular social media outlets like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc, would be
tracked to identify the “buzz creators” and social media influencers.

“The proposed Social Media Communication Hub seeks to create a technology architecture that
merges mass surveillance with a capacity for disinformation,” Ms. Moitra, represented by senior
advocate A.M. Singhvi and advocate Mohammad Nizam Pasha, argued.

‘Digital media chatter’

The petition said the aim of the hub is to create a technology platform “to collect digital media
chatter from all core Social Media Platforms as well as digital platforms.”

‘Ability to trawl’

It said the hub would operate on a software having the “ability to trawl social media and World
Wide Web for data mining. Trawling should be comprehensive and should cover all the major
websites and social media handles.”

Proposals invited

The Broadcasting Engineering Consultants India Limited, a Public Sector Undertaking (PSU), has
invited bids and proposals for choosing an agency to set up the hub. The tender closes by August
20.

The court fixed the hearing for August 3 and asked the Attorney-General of India to be present.

Our existing notification subscribers need to choose this option to keep getting the alerts.
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Ladakh’s connectivity conundrum

Border roads leading to Ladakh remain snow-bound for most of the year.NISSAR AHMADNISSAR
AHMAD  

At a meeting chaired by Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh on Wednesday to discuss issues in
the implementation of the Border Area Development Programme (BADP), an official from Jammu
and Kashmir said connectivity was a major issue in the Ladakh region. In areas bordering China,
only Chinese telecom services were available, not those of Indian operators.

The meeting was attended by the magistrates of 25 districts in 17 States, a Home Ministry
spokesperson said.

Leh Deputy Commissioner Avny Lavasa showed the satellite images of the development on the
Chinese side. She briefed the Minister of the connectivity issues in the border areas.

Meanwhile, an official from Uttar Pradesh said a bridge was washed away within weeks of its
construction as the Kosi river changed course. Under the BADP, the Union government plans to
develop villages located 0-10 km from the international borders and make them “self-sustainable.”
A Home Ministry spokesperson said 61 villages were identified for being developed as ‘model
villages,’ with health centres, schools and drinking water supply, and Rs. 126 crore was released
for this purpose.

The Centre released Rs. 1,100 crore during 2017-18 for the development of the villages along the
international border in 17 States. The BADP covers 111 border districts in 17 States to meet the
needs of people living within 50 km of the international border. A total of Rs. 13,400 crore has
been released since the programme was launched in 1986-87.

The governments of Arunachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Tripura, Uttar Pradesh and West
Bengal highlighted their achievements under the BADP, and the steps taken to improve the quality
of life for the people in the border areas.
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Youth involved in Stone Pelting in J&K
Ministry of Home Affairs

Youth involved in Stone Pelting in J&K

Posted On: 18 JUL 2018 4:09PM by PIB Delhi

The details of incidents of terrorist violence, terrorists killed, security personnel killed
and civilians killed in Jammu and Kashmir during the last two years and in the current
year are as under: -

Sl. No. Incidents 2016 2017 2018 (upto 8th July)

1.
Number of incidents of
terrorist violence

322 342 256

2. Terrorists Killed 150 213 100

3. Security Personnel killed 82 80 43

4. Civilians killed 15 40 16

    

As per reports, 02 youth from other States of the country have been found involved in
stone pelting in Jammu and Kashmir and in this regard, two FIRs have been registered
in 2018.

This was stated by the Minister of State for Home Affairs, Shri Hansraj Gangaram Ahir
in a written reply to question in the Rajya Sabha today.

****  
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India can’t become a surveillance state

It has made the apex court invoke Big Brother. The Supreme Court on Friday issued notice to the
centre over its decision to establish a social media communication hub (SMCH) under the ministry
of information and broadcasting for surveillance on social media. Hearing a public interest litigation
that has sought a quashing of the order for establishment of such a hub, a bench comprising Chief
Justice of India Dipak Misra and justices AM Khanwilkar and DY Chandrachud, said: “If the
government starts tapping WhatsApp messages, we will be moving towards becoming a
surveillance state.”
The SC has good reason to be concerned. In April, the ministry had issued a tender requesting
proposals to provide software, service and support for the function, operation and maintenance of
the social media communication hub. According to the Delhi-based Internet Freedom Foundation,
the scope of work of the tender says it requires “a technology platform to collect digital chatter
from all social media platforms as well as digital platforms”. In a portion of the tender titled
“predictive analysis”, perceived by its detractors as content manipulation, the purpose of such an
exercise is stated as: “How could the public perception be moulded in positive manner for the
country, how could nationalistic feelings be inculcated in the masses…”

Although the proposal is yet to be green-lighted, critics are questioning the need for the State to
establish a command centre to monitor the social media activity of its citizens. It can work as a tool
of blanket surveillance. According to the tender, 716 social media executives spread across each
of India’s 716 districts will prepare analyses to be sent to the command centre every day. The
creation of such a hub impinges on the freedoms enshrined in the Constitution and goes against
the spirit of the nine-Judge verdict of the Supreme Court in 2017 restating the fundamental right to
privacy. Surveillance can have a chilling effect on free speech, thereby hampering the freedom of
expression as guaranteed in Article 19 (1) A. Also, the act of being constantly under watch by a
Big Brother State can compel people to modulate their behaviour to conform to what the State
expects of them. This impinges on the right to life and personal liberty in Article 21. If it goes
ahead, the system could elicit comparisons with China’s censorship platform and the American
National Security Agency’s infamous snooping tool called PRISM.

As likely, in the process of monitoring social media accounts of individuals, if the SMCH indeed
collects personal data, it is likely to raise privacy questions. This has become contentious in the
aftermath of a controversy about data privacy sparked by the Cambridge Analytica scandal and
the introduction of the European general data protection regulation. In the absence of similar
safeguards, with a strong data privacy regime yet to kick off in India, the chances of its misuse
remain high.
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The Armed Forces Tribunal (Amendment) Bill, 2012
Security / Law / Strategic affairs

The Armed Forces Tribunal
(Amendment) Bill, 2012

The Armed Forces Tribunal (Amendment) Bill, 2012 was
introduced in the Rajya Sabha on August 13, 2012 by the
Minister of Defence, Mr. A.K. Antony.  The Bill was referred to
the Departmentally Related Parliamentary Standing Committee
on Defence on August 27, 2012.  The Bill seeks to amend the
Armed Forces Tribunal Act, 2007 (the Act).

●

The Act establishes the Armed Forces Tribunal to adjudicate
certain matters. These matters include disputes and complaints
related to commission, appointments, enrolment and conditions
of service in respect of persons subject to the Army Act, 1950,
the Navy Act, 1957 and the Air Force Act, 1950.  The Tribunal is
also empowered to hear appeals arising out of orders, findings or
sentences of court martial held under these Acts.

●

Under the Act, the tenure of the Chairperson and members of the
Tribunal is four years. The Bill increases their tenure to five
years.  However, unlike under the present Act, they will not be
eligible for reappointment. 

●

The Act states that if the Chairperson is a former Chief Justice of
a High Court, he can hold office until he is 65 years. The Bill
enhances the age limit of the Chairperson to 67 years.  It is also
proposes to enhance the age limit of the judicial members from
65 years to 67 years.

●

The Act provides for criminal contempt of the Tribunal.  The Act
does not contain any provision for civil contempt, i.e., the
enforcement of the orders passed by the Tribunal. 

●

The Bill empowers the Tribunal with the same powers in respect
of contempt of itself as a High Court.  The Contempt of Courts
Act, 1971, will apply, subject to certain modifications. 
References to a High Court will include a reference to the
Tribunal and those to the Advocate General will be construed as
referring to the Attorney-General, Solicitor-General or Additional
Solicitor-General.

●

Current Status: Withdrawn
Ministry: Defence

Stage Date
Introduction Aug 13,

2012
Com. Ref. Aug 27,

2012
Com. Rep. Mar 20,

2013
Lok Sabha
Rajya Sabha Jul 18, 2018

Relevant Links

  PRS Standing Comm
Report Summary  (75 KB)

  PRS Bill Summary  (102
KB)

      (1051 KB)

  Bill Text  (22 KB)

     (163 KB)

  Standing Committee
Report  (1 MB)
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Whatsapp told to find more effective solutions
Ministry of Electronics & IT

Whatsapp told to find more effective solutions

Posted On: 20 JUL 2018 1:06PM by PIB Delhi

On 3rd July 2018 MeitY had written to Whatsapp exhorting them to take immediate
steps to tackle the menace of misuse of their platform wherein inflammatory messages
were circulated that led to unfortunate incidents. On the same day Whatsapp
responded indicating their initiative to mark forwarded messages and to step up efforts
to detect fake news.

 

Subsequently, an unfortunate incident has occurred in Bidar where a 32 year old
software engineer Mohammed Azam was killed and this was preceded by viral
circulation of rumours on Whatsapp about child lifters. It is regretted that the enormity of
the challenge and the rampant abuse happening in the country leading to repeated
commissioning of crimes pursuant to rampant circulation of irresponsible messages in
large volumes on their platform have not been addressed adequately by Whatsapp.

 

Reports in the media resonate the general sentiment that there is much more that
needs to be done by Whatsapp.There is a need for bringing in traceability and
accountability when a provocative / inflammatory message is detected and a request is
made by law enforcement agencies.  When rumours and fake news get propagated by
mischief mongers, the medium used for such propagation cannot evade responsibility
and accountability. If they remain mute spectators they are liable to be treated as
abettors and thereafter face consequent legal action.

 

In light of the above, Whatsapp has been requested today to come out with more
effective solutions that can bring in accountability and facilitate enforcement of law in
addition to their efforts towards labeling forwards and identifying fake news. It has been
conveyed to them in unmistakable terms that it is a very serious issue which deserves a
more sensitive response.

 

NNK/MD
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WhatsApp to cap number of forwards to five chats per user

WhatsApp to limit the number of message forwards. File Photo   | Photo Credit: Reuters

To address the profusion of fake news being spread through forwards, and the government’s
growing discontent with WhatsApp in tackling the issue, the messaging platform on Thursday said
it is experimenting with a limit on the number of chats a message can be forwarded to.

In India, WhatsApp is trying a limit of five chats, as against 20 for the rest of the world. The current
limit is 250 chats. 

The company said it would also experiment with removing the quick forward button next to media
messages in India. “Today, we’re launching a test to limit forwarding that will apply to everyone
using WhatsApp,” the company said in a blog post on Thursday. 

“In India — where people forward more messages, photos, and videos than any other country in
the world — we’ll also test a lower limit of 5 chats at once and we’ll remove the quick forward
button next to media messages.”

“We believe that these changes — which we’ll continue to evaluate — will help keep WhatsApp
the way it was designed to be: a private messaging app,” WhatsApp added.

The limit on the number of chats a message can be forwarded to is yet another step taken by
WhatsApp to curb the menace of fake news and rumours being spread using its chatting platform. 

Earlier this month, the company also launched a test of a feature that would label forwarded
messages as such, thereby distinguishing them from private messages.

The issue gains prominence in the light of the string of lynchings taking place in India sparked off
by fake news items regarding child kidnappings being spread on WhatsApp.
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‘Defamatory content on social media blocked’

As many as 1,662 defamatory websites and links were blocked by social media platforms like
Facebook and Twitter following requests from law enforcement agencies, Union Minister Hansraj
Gangaram Ahir told the Lok Sabha on Tuesday. Facebook had blocked 956 URLs against
requests for 1,076 URLs, Twitter 409 URLs against 728 requests and YouTube 152 URLs against
182 requests, Mr. Ahir said. He said Instagram had blocked 66 URLs against requests for 150 and
others had blocked 79 URLs against requests for 109 URLs.
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Many measures in to check cyber crimes against women: Dr. Virendra Kumar
Ministry of Women and Child Development

Many measures in to check cyber crimes against women: Dr.
Virendra Kumar

Posted On: 26 JUL 2018 6:10PM by PIB Delhi

After consultation on Cyber Crimes in India held on 23.07.2014, National Commission for
Women has submitted a report on “Ways and Means to Safeguard Women from Cyber
Crimes in India” which inter-alia recommended for stringent law, Policy to discourage
hacking activities, dedicated helpline numbers, opening of more cyber cells, and imparting
of proper legal, setting up forensic labs and technical training law enforcement agencies like
police& judiciary etc. to combat cybercrime.

The Information Technology Act, 2000 together with Indian Penal Code have adequate
provisions to deal withprevailing Cyber Crimes. It provides punishment in the form of
imprisonment ranging from two years to lifeimprisonment and fine / penalty depending
onthe type of Cyber Crime. However, Government has taken a number of legal, technical
and administrative measures to prevent incidents of cybercrimes. These inter alia, include:

Cyber Police Stations and Cyber Crime Cells have been set up in each State for reporting
and investigation of Cyber Crime cases.

i.

Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology(MeitY) has setup Cyber Forensics Training
Labs in north-eastern States and cities such as Mumbai, Pune, Kolkata and Bangalore to
train State police officials and judiciary in cybercrime detection and collection, preservation
and seizing of electronic evidence and dealing with cybercrime.

ii.

Various steps have been taken by Ministry of Home Affairs, Meity and State Government to
modernise the setup and equip police personnel with knowledge and skills for prevention
and control of cybercrime through various national and State Police academies/judicial
academies and other institutes.

iii.

Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology has issued an advisory on functioning of
Matrimonial website on 6thJune, 2016 under Information Technology Act, 2000 and Rules
made thereunder directing the matrimonial websites to adopt safeguards to ensure that
people using these websites are not deceived through the means of fake profiles or
misuse/wrong information posted on the website.

iv.

The Government has circulated Computer Security Policy and Guidelines to all the
Ministries/Departments on taking steps to prevent, detect and mitigate cyber attacks.

v.

A portal namely www.cybercrime.gov.in has been developed by Ministry of Home Affairs to
allow public to report cybercrime complaints.

vi.

The above Information was given by Minister of State for Women and Child Development, DR.
VIRENDRA KUMAR in reply to an Unstarred Question in the Rajya Sabha, today.

 

                                                            ******
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Data Protection Authority will be sector-agnostic

The Justice Srikrishna committee, in a report and a draft Bill, recommended the creation of a Data
Protection Authority that will be in charge of ensuring that entities processing data do so in
keeping with the law.

“The DPA, a sector agnostic body, will ensure that every entity that handles data is conscious of
its obligations and that it will be held to account in case of failure to comply,” the report said.

The authority will be governed by a board consisting of six whole-time members and a chairperson
appointed by the Union government on the recommendation of a selection committee.

“The selection committee shall consist of the Chief Justice of India or her nominee (who is a judge
of the Supreme Court of India), the Cabinet Secretary, Government of India, and one expert of
repute who has special knowledge of, and professional experience in, areas related to data
protection, information technology, data management, data science, cyber and Internet laws and
related subjects,” the report said.

The members of the DPA are to be “individuals of integrity and ability” with special knowledge of,
and professional experience of not less than 10 years in, areas related to data protection,
information technology, data management, data science, cyber and internet laws and related
subjects.

The DPA members will have a five-year term, subject to a suitable retirement age and their
salaries will be prescribed by the Central government.

Broadly, the DPA will have four departments and related functions: monitoring and enforcement;
legal affairs, policy and standard setting; research and awareness; and inquiries, grievance
handling and adjudication.

The DPA will be stating codes of practice, conducting inquiries, and issuing warnings and
injunctions.
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‘U.K. should have tougher rules on FB’

The U.K. government should increase oversight of social media platforms like Facebook and of
election campaigns to protect democracy in the digital age, a parliamentary committee has
recommended in a scathing report on fake news, data misuse and interference by Russia.

The interim report by the House of Commons’ media committee said that democracy is facing a
crisis. The committee recommended that the British government increase the power of the
Information Commissioner’s Office to regulate social media sites, update electoral laws to reflect
modern techniques, and increase the transparency of political advertising on social media.
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